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Spent 26 years doing this..



Not always so electable !



Election Day 2010 – Retired from politics to
spend more time with my fish.. 



Spent 18 months doing this Down Under 
and learning to speak Australian..



Also helped the Aussie ‘fishos’ to get 
organised



From 2012 - Back in the UK fighting for fish
and fishing with the Angling Trust



Monty Python’s ‘Life of Brian’

� Coarse Anglers

� Match Anglers

� Specimen Hunters

� Game Fisherman

� Trout Match Anglers

� Sea Anglers

� Sea Match Anglers

� Predator Anglers

� Fishery Organisations

� Anglers Cooperative Assoc.



Participation, competition and promotion



Campaigning, organising and engaging



Building Alliances for Wildlife



Case Studies in Partnership
Fracking                      Water



So is Britain fit to frack?



We Brits do give a fruck about fracking!

And we listened to our friends in the USA



Born in the USA

“We’re working like dogs on fracking in the U.S., particularly as it relates to your exact 

worries—water consumption and water contamination.

Our mission, of course, is to mobilize anglers on conservation issues, and fracking is a 

big one for us, both in the Rockies, where the practice has, indeed, been blamed for 

tarnishing groundwater quality, and in the East, where the Marcellus formation in 

under Pennsylvania, New York and West Virginia is attracting the gas industry like flies 

to flop.

Our worries persist, however, largely because of the water needed for this method, and 

for the potential—one spill… one mishap… one ghastly screw-up, and an entire 

watershed could literally be ruined.”

Chris Hunt – Director Trout Unlimited



A Nasty Glimpse into the Future?

Potential effect of post-fracking water quality on a protected freshwater 
species documented (Papoulias & Velasco, 2013): 

Acorn Fork, Kentucky - a designated Outstanding State Resource Water and 
habitat for the threatened Chrosomus cumberlandensis (Blackside Dace)

Following the release fracking fluids, low pH & toxic concentrations of heavy 
metals were observed in the creek

A month after the pollution incident fish exposed to contamination showed 
signs of distress & had a higher incidence of gill lesions than unexposed 
reference fish





Building Alliances - Fit to Frack  

Coalition Partners



Report recommendations

1. Avoid sensitive areas for wildlife and water resources by creating shale gas 
extraction exclusion zones.

2. Make Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA)mandatory for shale gas 
extraction proposals.

3. Require shale extraction companies to pay for a world-class regulatory 
regime.

4. Prevent taxpayers from bearing the costs of accidental pollution.
5. Make water companies statutory consultees in the planning process.
6. Require all hydraulic fracturing operations to operate under a Groundwater 

Permit.
7. Make sure the Best Available Techniques (BAT) for mine waste management 

are rigorously defined and regularly reviewed.
8. Ensure full transparency of the shale gas industry and its environmental 

impact.
9. Ensure monitoring and testing of shale gas operations is rigorous and 

independent.
10. Minimise and monitor methane emissions.



Some Progress – Infrastructure Act

1. Avoid sensitive areas for wildlife and water resources by creating wildlife 
exclusion zones.

In the Infrastructure Act 2015, Government ruled out ‘Protected Areas’ from fracking. The 
implementation of this part of the Act will be achieved through secondary legislation, 
which will define ‘Protected Areas’ and ‘protected groundwater source areas’ .

2. Make Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) mandatory for shale gas 
extraction proposals.

It is our understanding that the stipulations in the Infrastructure Act may constitute a 
mandatory EIA .

3. Require shale gas operators to pay for a world class regulatory regime.

Government maintain that the permits and rates they set are designed to cover the costs 
of regulation, despite us hearing from sources within Government (in particular at EA) that 
resources might have to be moved from elsewhere to cover shale gas regulation.



Water - Droughts, Dredging and   
Abstraction 



Restoring the flows



Good news for the Kennet

� New Pipeline from North to South 
Swindon

� Water comes from Farmoor
reservoir near Oxford

� 18 km long pipeline

� Axford Licence Reduction

� 9 Ml/d average 

� Estimated Cost  - approx £25m



Bad News North of London



Reaching out for rivers



Catchment Based Approach (Caba)



Partnerships to deliver WFD outcomes



Joined up thinking from Source to Sea?



Promoting local engagement



Local Rivers Weeks - Getting the habitat right



Wild Trout Trust

� habitat over hatchery’

� installing woody debris: 

� creating fish by passes 

� off channel refuges

� last four years

� 27 major projects

� involving 6000 volunteers 

� restoring 1,100 kms of river 
and stream habitat



South East Rivers and

Wetlands Community Days
Improving rivers and wetlands for

people, floods and wildlife
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Aims

� Collaboratively develop and deliver a three-year rolling programme 

of practical days providing local people with opportunities to 

restore and enhance their rivers (including estuaries) and wetlands 

(including coasts), care for them in future years and build lasting 

relationships to achieve greater benefits from water environments

� Each year we will focus on World Rivers Day
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How is the programme of work agreed?
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Feeding back through project appraisal



But it doesn’t always go to plan..



To What End?

Jumping for joy as salmon return to River Don in Sheffield after 200 years



Salmon to Sheffield

� Salmon and sea trout are returning to South Yorkshire 

thanks to a major engineering project on the River 

Don.

� The Environment Agency has built a £500,000 fish at 

Sprotbrough Weir, near Doncaster, allowing fish to 

migrate upstream into the River Dearne.

� Salmon were once so common on the River Don that 

they provided an affordable meal and formed a staple 

part of the local diet.

� But in the 18th Century a number of weirs were built 

along the river for industry or to regulate water levels 

for boats. These prevented salmon, lamprey and eels 

from migrating,.

� Pollution from industry during the 19th and 20th 

Centuries then made the river uninhabitable 

� The Sprotbrough fish pass is part of a wider 

programme of work which will improve the river for 

coarse fish and eel and also return salmon to the 

centre of Sheffield



Sheffield Salmon Success in 2015

Salmon leaping at Aldwarke weir

Atlantic salmon are returning to the River Don 
following an absence of around 150 years, 
with the leaping fish now being seen at 
Aldwarke weir on the eastern edge of urban 
Rotherham.

Extraordinary footage capturing the fish’s 
efforts to jump the weir was taken by 18 year 
old Oscar Downing, whose father, Anthony, is 
an environment officer at the Environment 
Agency. Having heard that there had been 
sightings of salmon in the river, Oscar thought 
he would try his luck at getting one on 
film. Only 20 minutes after setting up his 
camera the iconic fish made its appearance. 

The presence of salmon at Aldwarke has been 
made possible by the new specially designed 
passage to enable salmon, other fish and eels 
to swim upstream.



Summary

� National Peak Body

� One Voice

� Campaign

� Engage

� Deliver

� Whole Catchment Management

� Build Alliances 

� Dare to Dream!

� THANKS FOR LISTENING


